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Using a sample of3.3 3 106 B-meson decays collected with the CLEO detector at the Corn
Electron Storage Ring, we have studiedB2 ! D0,2n̄ and B̄0 ! D1,2n̄ decays, where,2 can be
either e2 or m2. We distinguishB ! D,n from otherB semileptonic decays by examining the ne
momentum and energy of the particles recoiling againstD 2 , pairs. We findGsB ! D,nd ­ s14.1 6
1.0 6 1.2d ns21 and derive branching fractions forB2 ! D0,2n̄ and B̄0 ! D1,2n̄ of s2.32 6
0.17 6 0.20d% and s2.20 6 0.16 6 0.19d%, respectively, where the uncertainties are statistical an
systematic. We also investigate theB ! D,n form factor and the implication of the result forjVcb j.
[S0031-9007(99)09093-6]














veThe semileptonic decays of theB-meson play important
roles in heavy quark physics. They provide our be
information on the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM
matrix elementsVcb andVub [1] and reveal the dynamics
of heavy quark decay in their form factors. Heav
quark effective theory (HQET) [2] suggests a reliab
method for extractingjVcbj by predicting that quantum
chromodynamics (QCD) effects are small when the fin
state meson is at rest relative to the initial meson (ze
recoil). Most studies of the form factors andjVcbj [3]
have used theB ! Dp,n decay because its differentia
rate near zero recoil is large and the QCD effects ha
been calculated to the highest accuracy [4]. There ha
been two recent studies of the modeB ! D,n [5,6].
Here we present a new, more precise study ofB ! D,n
using a different analysis method.
We select theB semileptonic decaysB ! D,n, B !
Dp,n, B ! Dpp,n, and B ! Dspdp,n by identifying
events with aD (D0 or D1 and their charge conjugates
and a lepton (e or m). We then separateB ! D,n from
the other semileptonic modes using the net energy a
momentum of the particle or particles recoiling again
the D 2 , pair. Information on the partial width and
differential decay rate is obtained from theB2 ! D0,2n̄
and B̄0 ! D1,2n̄ yields as a function of the HQET
variable w ­ sM2B 1 m
2
D 2 q2dy2MBmD, where q2 is
the squared invariant mass of the virtualW , andMB and
mD are theB- andD-meson masses.
Data were obtained using the CLEO detector [7] at t
Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR). The data cons
of 3.1 fb21 (3.3 3 106 BB̄ events) collected at theYs4Sd
resonance and1.6 fb21 collected 60 MeV below reso-
nance to evaluate the background from thee1e2 ! qq̄
continuum. The CLEO drift chamber system, immers
in a 1.5 T magnetic field, provides the trajectories a
momenta of charged particles. In addition, the main dr
chamber provides their specific ionizationsdEydxd, and
scintillation counters surrounding the drift chamber pr
vide their time of flight (TOF). A CsI electromagnetic
calorimeter aids electron identification, and counters e
bedded in the steel surrounding the magnet provide mu
identification.
This analysis uses events with at least five charg
tracks and, to suppress non-BB̄ events, the ratio of Fox-
Wolfram moments [8]H2yH0 , 0.45. We reconstruct





















and D1 ! K2p1p1, respectively. To selectK ’s and
p ’s, we require Pi . 0.01 and PiysPK 1 Pp d . 0.3,
wherePi si ­ p , Kd is an integratedx2 probability that
combinesdEydx and TOF. The candidate mass must b
within 1.835 , mKp , 1.893 GeV for D0 and 1.846 ,
mKpp , 1.890 GeV for D1 decays. To suppressD
mesons produced ine1e2 ! cc̄ events, we require
jpD j , 2.5 GeVyc.
Electrons are identified usingdEydx, the shape of the
shower in the CsI calorimeter, andEyp, the ratio of the
particle’s energy deposit in the CsI to its momentum
Electrons are required to have momenta between 0.8
2.4 GeVyc. Muons, which must penetrate at least fiv
interaction lengths of material, have momentum abo
about1.4 GeVyc. The lepton must have the same charg
as theK. We require that theD and , lie in opposite
hemispheres; because theB is nearly at rest (the average
momentum is300 MeVyc), this is the case for about 90%
of theD,n decays.
For events satisfying these criteria, we compu
cosuB2D,, the cosine of the angle between theD,
momentumpD, ­ pD 1 p, and theB momentumpB,
assuming that the decay isB ! D,n and that the only









For B ! D,n decays, 21 , cosuB2D, # 1. When
final-state particles are missing, in addition to then, as
is the case for the otherB semileptonic decay modes
cosuB2D, can be smaller. We use the distributio
of cosuB2D, to separateB ! D,n from the otherB
semileptonic decays after subtracting backgrounds.
The backgrounds come from several sources: rand
Kpspd combinations,D mesons matched with a lepton
from the otherB decay (uncorrelated),D mesons com-
bined with a lepton that is a granddaughter of the sa
B (correlated), hadrons misidentified as leptons (fake le
ton), ande1e2 ! qq̄ events.
To assess the contribution from random combinatio
we use events in the mass regions above and below
D peak (sideband). Monte Carlo simulatedB decays
indicate that within small uncertainties the sidebands ha
the correct cosuB2D, distribution and normalization.3747








When theD and , arise from the decays of different
B mesons, the angular distribution between them is nea
uniform. We take advantage of this uniformity: For eac
event in which theD and , are in the same hemisphere
we reverse the lepton’s direction and compute cosuB2D,,
thereby constructing this distribution for the uncorrelate
background.
The e1e2 ! qq̄ continuum background is determined
from off-resonance data. The correlated backgroun
arises from modes such asB ! DsD followed by Ds !
X,n and B ! DXtn followed by t ! ,nn̄. We esti-
mate these small contributions using a Monte Carlo sim
lation. Fake lepton background is assessed by repeat
the analysis using hadrons in place of leptons and th
scaling the yield by the momentum-dependent electro
and muon misidentification probabilities. Table I sum
marizes the yield and backgrounds.
After subtracting the backgrounds, we are left with
B ! D0X,n and B ! D1X,n decays, whereX stands
for zero or more pions or photons (fromDp ! Dg). We
then extract theD0,2n̄ and D1,2n̄ yields in bins ofw̃
by fitting the cosuB2D, distribution in each, as shown in
Fig. 1. Herew̃ is the reconstructed value ofw, and is
smeared by the detector resolution and motion of theB.
We use ten equal̃w bins over the range1.0 # w̃ , 1.6.
In the fits, we assume cosuB2D, distributions forD,n,
Dp,n, and the sum ofDpp,n andDspdp,n provided by a
GEANT-based [9] Monte Carlo simulation that uses th
model by ISGW2 [10] forD,n and Dpp,n, the form
factors measured by CLEO [11] forB ! Dp,n, and the
results of Goity and Roberts [12] for nonresonantDspdp
decays. The fits constrain the ratio ofB ! Dp,n to
B ! D,n decay rates to be the same forB1 and B0
decays. The sum of theD0,2n̄ and D1,2n̄ results are
displayed in Fig. 2.
To obtain information onjVcbj and the form factor









TABLE I. The D0X,n and D1X,n yields and backgrounds.
Uncertainties are statistical only.
D0, D1,
Total Yield 12 595 6 112 18 087 6 134
RandomKpspd
combinations 5083 6 50 13 502 6 70
Uncorrelated 948 6 63 761 6 75
Continuum 452 6 84 432 6 104
Correlated 119 6 16 119 6 23
Fake lepton 71 6 19 26 6 25
Background-subtracted































FIG. 1. The cosuB2D, distribution for (a) B ! D0X,n and
(b) B ! D1X,n for data (solid circle), simulatedB ! D,n
(dashed histogram),B ! Dp,n (dotted histogram), andB !
Dpp,n 1 Dspdp,n decays (dash-dotted histogram), and the
total (solid histogram). The normalizations of the simulat
samples are provided by the fit.
to thew̃ distributions of the data in the regioñw . 1.12.
(For w̃ , 1.12, the rate is low and backgrounds are large
HereGF is the weak coupling constant. The fit minimize





















Nobsi is the yield in theith w̃ bin, Nj is the number of
decays in thejth w bin, and the matrixeij accounts for
the reconstruction efficiency and the smearing inw̃. The
fraction of D0,2n̄ decays in eachw bin that is recon-
structed is 17% to 21% and the averagew̃ resolution is
0.026, about one-half the bin width. The small statistic


































FIG. 2. The sum ofD0,2n̄ and D1,2n̄ (a) yields and
(b) FDswd jVcb j as a function ofw̃ for the data (solid circles),
a linear form factor (dashed histogram), and the form factor
Boyd et al. (solid histogram). Plot (b) is partially corrected fo
the smearing inw̃.













wj dw dGydw, wheretB2 is
theB2 lifetime [13], BKp is theD0 ! K2p1 branching
fraction [14], NYs4Sd is the number ofYs4Sd events in
the sample, andf12 is the Ys4Sd ! B1B2 branching
fraction. We formx2D1,2n̄ analogously. The fit varies
jVcb jFDs1d, the parameters describingFDswdyFDs1d,
andf12.
Our results for several parametrizations of th
form factor are summarized in Table II. We firs
consider the common expansionFDswdyFDs1d ­
1 2 r2Dsw 2 1d 1 cDsw 2 1d2. The result whencD
is constrained to be zero is shown in Fig. 2. Separ
fits to the D0,2n̄ and D1,2n̄ samples give consisten
values of r2D as expected; in the quoted results the
are constrained to be the same. We also assume
f12 1 f00 ­ 1, i.e., that B1B2 and B0B̄0 together
saturateYs4Sd decays. We findf12 ­ 0.49 6 0.04,
consistent with previous measurements [15]. The cor
lation coefficients for this fit, which is representative, a
rfjVcb jFDs1d, r2Dg ­ 0.95, rfjVcbjFDs1d, f12g ­ 0.12,
and rsf12, r2Dd ­ 0.03. When cD is allowed to vary,
we find that it is consistent with zero within large error
that is, our data allow substantial curvature but do n
require it. The values obtained for 2D and cD are
completely correlated because our data are precise onl
large values ofw.
Dispersion relations constrain the form factor. Boy
et al. [16] expand the form factor of the variable
z ­ s
p




w 1 1 1
p
2N d. Because
z is small, this expansion converges more rapidly th
does one inw 2 1. Fitting for the linear coefficient
a1 with N ­ 1.108, we find a1 ­ 20.043 6 0.027.
Expanding this form factor in powers ofw 2 1 yields
r
2
D ­ 1.30 6 0.27 and cD ­ 1.21 6 0.31 plus higher
order terms. Capriniet al. [17] have also used dispersion
relations to constrain the form factors. Their parametriz
tion leads to similar results.
To obtain theB ! D,n decay rate, we use the form
factor parameters provided by the fits and integra
dGydw over w. The fit using the form factor of Boyd
et al. [16] gives G ­ s14.1 6 1.0d ns21. This result is
insensitive tof12.
The systematic uncertainties are given in Table I
The uncertainties in theB-meson momentum and mas
dominate because they, respectively, affect the width aTABLE II. Summary of theB ! D,n form factor fits. Errors are statistical only.
Form factor r2D cD 10
2jVcb jFDs1d x2ydof






Boyd et al.a,b 1.30 6 0.27 1.21 6 0.31 4.48 6 0.61 8.9y13
Caprini et al.b 1.27 6 0.25 1.18 6 0.26 4.44 6 0.58 8.9y13
aWe find a1 ­ 20.043 6 0.027 for N ­ 1.108.


















mean of the cosuB2D, distributions and therefore the
D0,2n̄ andD1,2n̄ yields extracted in each̃w bin. We
have tuned our simulation to reproduce theB momentum
distribution of fully reconstructedB decays; however,
a 6 MeVyc uncertainty in the mean leads to fractiona
systematic uncertainties of 5% forr2D , 4% for jVcbjFDs1d,
and 3% for G. The 1.8 MeV [13] uncertainty in the
B mass generates uncertainties of 7% forr2D , 4% for
jVcbjFDs1d, and 3% forG.
The other large systematic error arises from uncertai
in the cosuB2D, distribution of the combinedB ! Dpp,n
and B ! Dspdp,n backgrounds. This distribution de
pends mainly on the number of final-state pions that a
not reconstructed. We therefore separate it into two co
ponents: one in which the final-stateD is accompanied by
one p and the other in which it is accompanied by two
and vary their relative proportions from 1:4 to 2:3 [18] t
evaluate the systematic uncertainty.
All D,n form factor fits give the same decay widt
within 0.8%. The D,n form factor can affect the
efficiency matrix and the cosuB2D, distribution used to
obtain theD0,2n̄ andD1,2n̄ yields in eachw̃ bin. Each
of these effects is less than 1%.
Our final result is
GsB ! D,nd ­ s14.1 6 1.0 6 1.2d ns21. (4)
Multiplying this by the measuredB-meson lifetimes gives
the branching fractions
B sB2 ! D0,2n̄d ­ s2.32 6 0.17 6 0.20d% (5)
and
B sB̄0 ! D1,2n̄d ­ s2.20 6 0.16 6 0.19d% , (6)
where the first errors are statistical and the second are
tematic. This result is consistent with previous measu
ments but is more precise. Combining it with the previo
CLEO result [5], taking into account correlations, gives
GsB ! D,nd ­ s13.4 6 0.8 6 1.2d ns21, (7)
B sB2 ! D0,2n̄d ­ s2.21 6 0.13 6 0.19d% , (8)
and
B sB̄0 ! D1,2n̄d ­ s2.09 6 0.13 6 0.18d% . (9)3749












TABLE III. The fractional systematic uncertainties.
Source r2D jVcb jFDs1d GsB ! D,nd
Track-finding · · · 0.02 0.035
Lepton ID · · · 0.01 0.020
K andp ID 0.02 0.01 0.022
Backgrounds 0.06 0.04 0.018
jpBj andMB 0.08 0.05 0.042
Luminosity · · · 0.01 0.018
D,n form factor 0.01 0.01 0.010
Dp,n form factors 0.01 0.01 0.005
Dpp,n model 0.04 0.03 0.026
D branching fractions · · · 0.02 0.036
tB · · · 0.02 0.026
Total 0.11 0.08 0.085
Since we obtain both branching fractions from the dec
width, their errors are completely correlated.
Our studies of the form factor giver2D ­ 0.76 6
0.16 6 0.08 (linear fit), andr2D ­ 1.30 6 0.27 6 0.14
and cD ­ 1.21 6 0.31 6 0.15 plus higher order terms
(dispersion relations). The latter givesjVcbjFDs1d ­
0.0448 6 0.0061 6 0.0037. Combining this with the
previous CLEO result, we obtain
jVcbjFDs1d ­ 0.0416 6 0.0047 6 0.0037 . (10)
Various authors have foundFDs1d ­ 0.98 6 0.07 [19],
1.04 [10], and1.069 6 0.029 (preliminary) [20]. Using
FDs1d ­ 1.0, we findjVcbj ­ 0.042 6 0.005 6 0.004 6
0.004, where the last uncertainty covers all of these valu
of FDs1d. This value of jVcb j is consistent with that
from B ! Dp,n decayss0.0387 6 0.0031d [3], though
its uncertainty is larger. The linear form factor, used
most previous studies ofB ! Dp,n, gives a value of
jVcb j that is reduced by about 10%. Use of the line
form factor is likely to have a smaller, but neverthele
important, effect on thejVcb j extracted fromB ! Dp,n
decays.
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